
 

INTERNSHIP OFFER INTERVIEW 
 
How to Apply: 
Please email us your CONFIRMATION at hr@assrm.com till 5:00 pm of 13.05.2019 
 
Interview Date & Time: 
Date: 14.05.2019 
Time: 11.00 am 
 
Organisation Details: 
The internship will be provided by iRockit Early Childhood Development (a unit of Pink Healthcare Pvt. Ltd). iRockit is a 2-
year old startup set up by former banking, media, and education professionals. It has 3 business units - (a) operating 

child development centres, (b) providing healthcare/education software to pediatricians/teachers to help them detect 
developmental delays in young children (below age 6 years), and (c) training early intervention professionals. The head 
office is in Safdarjung Enclave, New Delhi.   
www.irockit.in   

 
Job Description: 
The internship is in the software vertical. We are pilot testing a particular software for which the initial demand from 
pediatricians has been good. While we want to increase the number of pediatricians using the software, we also want 
them to use it more widely on their patients, and thereby increase adoption rates. Hence the internship will involve 
reaching out to pediatricians in NCR to use the software and convincing them to use it on more and more patients. This 
field job will provide candidates with rich experience right from identifying which pediatricians to target, explaining the 

value proposition to them, providing product demo's, offering support to pediatricians to use the software on patients, 
and working closely and following-up with pediatricians to increase patient adoption rates. This on-grounf effort will help 
the company arrive at the right product market fit and determine the appropriate pricing for the software.  
 
Location: 
Delhi-NCR 
 
Qualifications: 
Candidates should be passionate about field work and driven by achieving targets. They should have good 
communication skills, be smartly turned out, and be able to hold their own in front of senior doctors. Candidates should 
have completed or be pursuing a BSc or Diploma (or above) in a field which will involve significant interaction with 
medical and healthcare professionals. As it is a field job, the candidate will have to travel significantly within NCR and be 

on the move all the time.  
 
Duration: 
The internship is for a period of 2 months. We work 6 days a week, with Sunday being a holiday. We would like the 
internship to start from May 1, 2019.  
 
Benefits: 
The candidate will be paid Rs 4,000 per month fixed. A variable incentive will be paid based solely on pre-determined 
performance numbers. Conveyance will be paid at Rs 4.5 per kilometre. An internship letter/ experience certificate will be 
given after successful completion of the internship. High quality mentoring will be provided along the way.   
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